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Abstract—This research aimed to describe the working of POS house workers and the alienation and bias they suffer. The Putting Out System (POS) workers, also commonly known as home workers, is a type of occupation in the informal sector dominated by women in Indonesia. This research was conducted using qualitative method, where the choosing of informants using purposive sampling method. The research was analyzed using Karl Marx’s theory of alienation. Research was conducted in Malang, East Java Province, Indonesia as one of pilot project involving the highest number of POS workers in Indonesia. The informants of this research were 23 women coming from four different house works, who are sequin worker, garlic peeler, dressmaker, and reading stick cutter (a stick used in Qur’an reading). Based on the research results, conclusions about POS house workers are as follow: a) Indonesian women chose to become POS house worker in order to support their family without having to neglect their domestic duties, b) considering the process of the work, there was imbalance between the number of hours spent for working and the amount of wage obtained by these female house workers, and c) POS house works create alienation against women. Such situation is a condition that they have to accept because they rely on the job that still rare to research in Indonesia. Among the common issues faced by the POS workers in Indonesia is the payment which is below the standard wage and lower compared to the amount of work tackled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Putting Out System (henceforth will be referred to as POS), a working system in which a worker bulk-labors a certain task for fixed amount of payment, is one of the types of occupations for women in the informal sector which is interesting to study. In Malang, there has been minimum research attention given to this area of employment, both from the government and the academics. According to the information collected from MWPRI (Partner for Indonesian Female House Workers, a social organization), the number of POS house workers in Malang is estimated to reach thousands. However, Disnakertrans (the Head Office for Manpower and Transmigration) has not officially published such data, including the number of the workers and the spreads.

POS house workers being referred here are not female housemaids, but rather female workers who labor on production processes in different factories and simple home industries from home or off-site the factories or the employer’s industry location. In Malang, the type of tasks performed by house workers include peeling raw materials and commodities to be processed further, convectional dressmaking, embroidering cloth pieces for making commodities, multi-purpose ribbon making, different types of good packing, and other types of task which can be performed at home by female house workers. It can also be said that the tasks performed are mostly tasks exclusively attributed as woman’s skills.

Reflecting to this, previous research showed that female house workers are not legally protected by the Indonesian law and regulations. Furthermore, the statistical data revealing the conditions of house workers in Indonesia is still limited. As of today, house workers, both men and women, are not identified in the Statistics for National Manpower (Sakenas). Workers involved in house working sector have never been surveyed so far by industrial surveys or any related authority. Owing to that, Solechan claimed that house workers become invisible to Indonesian regulations and are classified under the informal sector [1].

Similar research also showed that the existence of female house workers is a phenomenon which the society becomes dismissive about. Considering the gender relation attributed to women, female house workers are considered as second class citizen and as inferior to men. Such view flourishes because social and cultural structures growing within the society favor for patriarchal values. As a result, when women enter the public sector, they become segmented to the informal sector, receiving minimum wage without meaningful economical value [2].
Based on the previous study, the problem suffered by female house workers in Malang is regarding the disproportional wage compared to the working volume. Female house workers performing different types of tasks are often paid far below the standard wage, while the amount of work they perform is very significant and both energy- and time-consuming. A good example for this is a house worker who peels garlic. To peel a kilogram of garlic, a garlic peeler is only paid IDR 1000 and they work on a minimum 20 kilogram bulk-peeling per day. Garlic peelers are required to work quickly and in time that in some occasions they often times are helped by other family members or even neighbor in order to be able to earn IDR 20,000/USD 1.20, which then will be divided with the helpers. In addition to this, the working hours given to these house workers are far shorter compared to the amount of work that often times forces the house workers to work overtime without any compensation from the employers. In addition to this, these female house workers are not provided with social securities, such as health insurance, from their employers or patrons.

The aim of this research is to describe the alienation experienced by female homeworkers working under POS. Research on homeworkers, especially female house workers, emphasizes on the nationality hegemony context, gender relations, female agency in the social-economical sector, and in the eye of the law. This research is supplemented with studies in female house workers given from different perspectives so that this social phenomenon can be seen even more comprehensively.

II. METHODS

This is a qualitative research with descriptive approach which uses house workers working in the sub-district of Malang, East Java Province, Indonesia as subjects. There are five sub-district was chosen as a location for a pilot project which observed house workers working under POS.

The researcher was directly involved in the data collection by conducting interviews and participatory observations. The research also prepared interview guidelines, which would then be written and recorded. The involvement of the researcher was required in order to obtain thorough information through regular visitations to the 23 informants. The informants were chosen by means of purposive sampling, which was started by reaching out to the General Secretary of MWPRI Mrs. Cecilia S, who then connected the researcher to the coordinator of woman workers Mrs. Sri, who helped the researcher to obtain information about house workers working on different house work tasks. Eventually, house worker community which spread in different location but belonged to one locality was found. They were garlic peelers, sequin workers, convection dressmakers, and reading stick cutters (stick used to read Koran). From this group of female house workers, 23 selected informants were obtained to be involved in the research process, which included answering questions and giving truthful information in a way that prevented data redundancy.

The data analysis technique employed in this research was in the form of data triangulation. Data triangulation is a data collection technique which allows researcher to obtain varieties of data source in order to obtain information which is in accordance to the relevant research questions. The data triangulation technique used in this research was source and theory triangulation. The qualitative analysis was conducted by performing data reduction, which was started by collecting the entire data from the sources, sorting, and developing the data into abstraction which is relevant to the focus of research problems. The next stage was categorizing and interpreting the data before make it into the academics reports.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Homeworkers Working Under Putting Out System (POS) in the Community

Some people consider that house workers are similar with housemaids or small-scale individual business which is started at home. The definition of house worker working under Putting Out System (POS) as described by the International Labour Organization (ILO) number 177, year 1996 is as follow.

1. The occupation terminologically is an occupation which is performed individually, by men or women, and has characteristics as follow:
   a. The task must be performed at home or in other places which are outside the working site or the house of the employer/patron.
   b. There is wage given
   c. The occupation is in the form of provision of products by means of providing service which is specifically ordered by employers, with no payment for procurement of working tools, raw materials, or other tools used unless the worker has the economical autonomy and independence sufficient to support the worker as independent contractor under the national law, regulations, and court ruling.

2. An individual with a working status which does not fall under the housework sector according to ILO convention, but otherwise chooses to work at home rather than working somewhere else. The characteristics are as follow:
   a. Invisibility
   b. Legally unidentified type of occupation
   c. Working situation and worker-employer or client-patron relation which handicaps one side of the relation because of the non-existent legal contract.
   d. Below standard wage
e. No social security and health insurance
f. During production process, the house workers are charged with procurement cost (procurement of machines, working space, tools, electricity, water, and many others)
g. Indefinite working hours, which is due to the fact that the work is performed at home and is usually done during day to night.
h. No overtime compensation.
i. This occupation allows child labor. This is due to the fact that children can give a helping hand to lessen the duties of the parents, but only performed in short span of time.

B. Marx’s Theory on Alienation Applied on Female House Workers

Karl Marx’s theory of alienation seeks to understand the essence of human. Alienation theory is lied on the thought which acknowledges human’s productivity.Essentially, in order to survive and meet with their needs, human needs to exert effort by means of working to afford food, house, and clothing. Productivity is human’s natural reaction in expressing basic creativity drives. Furthermore, the basic drive is also expressed collectively, meaning that productivity allows human to fulfill their drive while functioning as social being at the same time. Human needs to cooperate in order to survive and fulfill their needs. However, such natural drive is slowly replaced by a system which according to Marx could have been avoided, called capitalism. Marx believes that capitalist communities are the cause of destruction of the existing social system. This is due to the fact that capitalism makes the poor stays poor, while the rich and capital owner can keep on living in luxury.

Capitalist communities also trigger clash of classes between working class or proletarians and capital owners or the bourgeois. The complexity of such relation impacts on the inequality of profit sharing. Marx’s economy theory of surplus value posits that despite the hard work extorted by the working class, the effort will not make them wealthy and prosperous [3]. In contrast, capital owners expense only minimally and as a result amass maximally from the labour of the working class. Clearly, Marx’s theory gives some sense to the alienation problem which happens due to social problem which roots from the inequality in social categorization where a party exploits the other. Fromm suggested that exploitation is closely related with power, money, and human needs [4]. Marx’s alienation is closely related with the concept of capitalism which is shown through the relation between workers involving in industrial production activities and the capital owners. Such relation is considered as an alienation, because the two parties are equally alienated from the very nature of human, while the workers are very dependent on the capital owners. The interaction between the workers and capital owners are merely on the basis of production; the workers are merely the tools used to fulfill the needs of capital owners while receiving only barely minimum as the compensation of their work [5].

Marx categorizes alienation into four types:

1. Productive activity alienation, which means that working activities are determined by capital owners instead of the workers’ initiatives. Workers merely follow the instructions of the capital owners. This results in a situation where workers are only given minimum wage.

2. Product alienation, which means workers cannot enjoy the fruits of their own production. This is due to the fact that the products belong to the capitalists. When workers want to enjoy the products, they would have to purchase the products like everyone else.

3. Alienation from social activities involving other workers. Based on Marx’s assumption, human needs to cooperate in order to survive. The presence of capitalism alters human relationships, wherein humans cooperate in order to fulfill the needs of capital owners. Workers often times need to compete among each other by maximizing their production output in order to win the heart of the capital owners, which is then used by them to their own advantage. Instead of solving the conflict, the capital owners turn it as a competition between workers.

4. Alienation from their own potentials. Working place is a place where workers involuntarily alter themselves to fit within working environment in order to follow the demands of the capital owners. Conscience is switched off so that the workers cannot express their qualities.

C. Becoming Female Houseworker: Surviving in Hopes

According to the data collected from MPWRI (Partner for Indonesian Female House Workers), an NGO which specializes in advocating and protecting female house workers, there are currently 1570 female house workers in Malang, Indonesia. The aim of this research is to clearly illustrate the conditions of house workers working under POS, including their motives in becoming a home worker, working process, wage payment, and the alienation caused by the occupation with putting out system. Below are the findings regarding the informants’ motives in becoming a house worker working under POS.

First, Head Office of Manpower and Transmigration (Depnakertrans), the office responsible for manpower in Indonesia, announced that the law regarding manpower is only applicable to workers working in companies which are formally registered to its office. Therefore, workers who are working on unregistered companies, such as home industries, are not protected legally by the law. This shows the partiality of both the legal and social systems against house workers.

The job served as the source of additional income which was essential to keep the household running. Quoted from the
statements given by the informants, as the living cost is getting higher, it is not wise to solely rely on one source of income from the husband. The informants also stated that their husbands’ occupations mostly were drivers, security staff, jack of all trades, or even also house workers. Due to such situation, POS homeworkers accepted the job in order to have additional income.

Second, another finding showed that the job could be performed at home. This was considered an advantage by the workers because they could perform the job without having to leave behind their domestic duties, such as taking care of the children, cooking, and other household chores. Informants who were house workers working under POS stated that they did not have other occupations except being housewives. Informants claimed that they took the job because POS homeworks were commonly flexible and can be performed while carrying out household duties.

Third, another reason for taking the job according to the informant was to make use of time by earning some money. According to these female house workers, they chose to make themselves occupied rather than staying idle. In addition, the most important reason was because the job earned them some money.

Fourth, the next finding was that house working tasks mostly required no qualification. For example, workers did not need to have education degree, skills, or other requirements. Therefore, informants stated that they accepted the job because there were no requirements needed to apply for the job.

Fifth, the job offered by the job providers could be performed with tools that were available at home or tools that are readily acquired. Reflecting to the interviews, in order to complete a task, certain tools were needed and those tools must be procured by the workers. In other words, the job providers did not provide the tools needed to perform the tasks.

Becoming female house worker was apparently an occupation which these women could do in order to support the family and fulfill their needs as well as the family’s. In addition, the job could be an outlet for expressing their capability, which was not necessarily acknowledged and appreciated by the job providers.

D. The Alienation of Female Houseworkers within the Informal Sector

In order to shed light on the alienation experienced by female house workers in Malang, Indonesia, the illustration of the tasks performed by female home workers and the payment system are presented in Table 1.

Reflecting on the results of the research which are classified into the above categories, the critical problem faced by female homeworkers was the wage that was inadequate compared to the volume of work extorted in such a short period of time. In addition, the payment system required the workers to wait until the job providers could provide the money to pay them. Hardly ever did the informants received the payment money less than a month after the works were completed. Informants claimed that such situation was nothing new for them and that they could not do anything about it because they could not and would not negotiate with their employers. They were worried about losing job because of complaining and asking for the payment to be made. The worries or feeling bad for asking payment was the result of the workers’ desperation of keeping the job and hence the obedience.

**TABLE 1. THE CLASSIFICATION TABLE OF FEMALE HOUSE WORKERS IN MALANG, INDONESIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of House Work (1)</th>
<th>Task Volume (2)</th>
<th>Number of Workers (3)</th>
<th>Wage (4)</th>
<th>Payment Due (5)</th>
<th>Work Duration (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequin worker</td>
<td>2 day/6 pieces</td>
<td>8 workers</td>
<td>IDR 5,000/-/per piece</td>
<td>To be paid when the employer is ready to pay</td>
<td>2-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic peeler</td>
<td>20-100 kg /day</td>
<td>27 workers</td>
<td>IDR 1,000/-/per kg</td>
<td>To be paid when the employer is ready to pay</td>
<td>3-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convection clothing maker</td>
<td>30 pcs/1 week</td>
<td>19 workers</td>
<td>IDR 3,000/-/per piece</td>
<td>To be paid when the employer is ready to pay</td>
<td>2-7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convection dressmaker</td>
<td>40-50 pcs/1 week</td>
<td>15 workers</td>
<td>IDR 5,000/-/per piece</td>
<td>To be paid upon completing task</td>
<td>4-9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headscarf maker</td>
<td>100-200 pcs/2 days</td>
<td>21 workers</td>
<td>IDR 1.200/-/per piece</td>
<td>To be paid when the employer is ready to pay</td>
<td>3-7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading stick cutter</td>
<td>16 kg/1 day</td>
<td>13 workers</td>
<td>IDR 750/-/per kg</td>
<td>To be paid when the employer is ready to pay</td>
<td>2-5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The volume of the work which had to be performed in short period of time, coupled with the problem of payment, made the workers not having the time to socially interact with their peers and surrounding. Based on the observation conducted, some informants were unable to pay attention fully to their children, such as helping with studying or simply preparing dinner for the family. Female house workers whose occupation is dressmaker had limited social interaction, which mainly were attending activities held by local community. Returning home, they would have piles of work awaiting and they eventually would require the helps from other family members to complete the task. In addition, their interaction with the family members was solely in the form of performing compulsory domestic duties which had to be performed between hustling to finish their job. The interactions with the family members were mostly feeding the
children, preparing food for the husband, and bathing the children. They could eventually have time with their family after their domestic duties and housework job were finished, under a condition that they were not exhausted after those hours of working.

The informants stated that they did not have acquaintance from their working place. This alienation from work place was also exacerbated by the competition among house workers within a locality. For instance, when Miss Dewi, an informant whose homework occupation was peeling garlic, asked the employer to raise her wage, her fellow garlic peeler house worker contradicted her by lowering her wage in order not to lose job.

Such realities are the types of alienation from human nature because female house workers could complete a big volume task within short period of time however lowly they were paid, so low that it was below the standard wage payment in Indonesia.

According to the research results, Marx’s alienation theory is very relevant to be used in analyzing and disseminating the oppression suffered by house workers or the proletarians. It also shows that these workers were subtly subjugated that such practice was normalized. This was made worse by the fact that the house workers did not have enough power to put an end to the oppression, but instead getting even more dependent on the capital owners.

Marx’s explanation of alienation theory is applicable to the condition experienced by the informants because the payment system was unclear, causing them to be alienated from productivity. However, because the job allowed the informants to keep working, they did not feel subjugated at all. Quoting from an interview with MWPR in Malang, Mrs. Cecilia stated that the reason of the job providers, from home industries to big factories, in using female house workers service was because female workers were the ones easier to manage, ready for any kind of job offered, and very welcoming to wage offered by the job providers. What is shocking was that the job providers could corner the female house workers to do whatever the factory wanted. Female homeworkers claimed that they accepted the job because they wanted to take care of the household and that they did not have other skills to do other jobs.

The capitalistic system which was shown by the phenomenon happening in Malang, Indonesia culminated in labor exploitation, more specifically female workers, which was created by false conscience of the job providers shown to these female workers.

Women realize the structural exploitation considering that they are taken as inferior and not having bargaining position, making them easily be exploited by their employers. These workers are metaphorically plankton for the employers, because they are massive in numbers and have economical values which can be exploited to be the tools to maximize profits.

Reflecting on the discussions above, it can be concluded that female house workers were put at the short end on this system. Therefore, using the theory of alienation, the alienation of house workers working under POS can be illustrated as follow.

1) Production Alienation

This refers to the fact that the activities involved in the production processes are determined by the employers. This results in employers merely follow the orders and directions given by the capital owners. According to the observation, working under such condition, house workers were only given minimum wage which employers considered adequate. House workers followed the rules set by the employers rather than having their own initiatives. In addition to this, lacking of skills and financial pressure caused these female house workers to have no alternative but following the rules set for them. Because the workers needed the money, they were unable to protest the payment system given by the employers. Both the employers and the informants did not communicate unless there were some issues with the work, which hardly occurred. There were informants who did not know their employers as they worked under the supervision of a manager or third-party distributors. An informant, Mrs. Salama, a convection dressmaker, stated that for seven years of being a convection dressmaker, she had never been taught to know the details of clothes being made, causing her to improvise in designing and creating the details of the clothes. If her works did not appeal the employers, she would have to restart the works all over again.

Productivity alienation was one of reasons for the problem in payment system. Informants were forced to follow the system set by the employers. Miss Dewi, a house worker with garlic peeling job, had been working under POS for 4 years. She demanded that her payment be raised by IDR 500/kilograms or 0.035 USD/kilograms from the original payment system. The employer's response was that the job providers could corner the female house workers to do whatever the factory wanted. Female homeworkers claimed that they accepted the job because they wanted to take care of the household and that they did not have other skills to do other jobs.

The same incident related to unfair payment system was experienced by another house worker named Mrs. Madi. Upon completing her 10 kilograms/day garlic peeling task, the employer was not ready to pay her wage. Her payment was then postponed until she made query again. The employer refused to pay her because the employer claimed that she had not completed her task. Such incident reminded the other garlic peeling house workers to always keep record of their peeling tasks as a proof.

2) Product Alienation

Product alienation suggests that workers are unable to enjoy the products they help producing. The reason for this is that the
products belong to the employers. In order to be able to enjoy the product, the workers would have to make purchase just like everyone else.

According to the interview and the observations, all informants stated that they were unable to afford the products which they help producing. They were treated like consumers and they could only afford the items when they were on sale. This shows that their employers had the power to alienate their workers from the products which they help producing. An example for this is Mrs. Paini, who had been a headscarf maker for 5 years when she was interviewed. In her job, Mrs. Paini explained that she had to prepare the materials herself, instead of getting them from her employer. Headscarf makers like her would only be able to use leftover materials to make blouse, headscarf, or trousers for herself or her family. Therefore, there would be barely enough materials to make the products that the house workers would not have enough left for them.

3) Alienation from Social Activities with Other Working Colleagues

Reflecting on Marx, human cooperates with each other in order to survive. The emergence of capitalism changes the human relation to become a means to fulfill the needs of capital owners. Workers are forced to compete against each other by increasing their production in order to impress their employers. Capital owners use this situation to benefit themselves, instead of proposing a solution for solving the conflict caused by competitions among workers.

Working partners should build good cooperation. However, as testified by the informants, house workers would have to compete against each other at work. This type of social alienation was shown by the competitions between house workers working within one locality. One of the informant, Miss Siyamah gave her statement for this condition. When she tried to ask for payment promotion to her employer, her fellow stick cutter house workers proposed to lower their price in order not to lose their job.

Furthermore, the informants’ responses implied that their tasks limit their presence in social events held in their localities. The interactions they had with their family were merely occasional. They chose to rest after completing their task in order to recuperate for the next tasks given by their employers.

4) Potential Alienation

According to Marx’s terminology, work place alters worker’s personality, turning them to be someone else because they have to follow the employers’ orders. Conscience is shut down so that workers cannot express their qualities.

This was reflected in the life of female house workers and was supported by the statements from the informants who chose to become house workers working under POS, despite having the potentials to be independent entrepreneur by having skills in sewing, making design for clothes, needleling, and cooking.

The informants stated that being a house worker working under POS for years allowed them to perform a job that did not require marketing, making the income fixed and paid monthly and thus could be used to fulfill their daily needs. Based on the observation, it can be concluded that the informants or the female house workers will not be able to become independent entrepreneurs if they do not want to acknowledge and realize that there are many disadvantages that can be caused by remaining to be house workers.

The observation also found out that these female house workers had the support from their family to work independently, but they claimed that they did not have the motivation to quit working as a house worker working under POS and build networks among house workers because they were worried that such action would cause conflict among house workers.

Reflecting on the discussions above, it can be concluded that the informants were at disadvantage because of their unawareness of the alienation caused by their occupation. The informants considered that what they experienced were normal because they needed the job and it is very difficult for involving into workplace for now in Malang, Indonesia that fits to their skills. However so, the informants remained adamant in being house workers working under POS.

V. CONCLUSION

Upon conducting the observation, the female house workers found in Malang worked as informal sector workers. The housework tasks were sequin maker, dressmaker, garlic peeler, and stick cutter. Alienation experienced by these female homeworkers could be categorized into four aspect, namely productivity alienation which was shown by the type of work they performed, product alienation which was shown by a condition in which these female house workers were unable to afford the items made by themselves, social relation alienation which was the condition where the female homeworkers were unable to interact with their neighbors and family due to the massive load of work, and potential alienation which was found from the fact that house workers felt that they did not have enough skills and capitals.
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